HANKY-PANKY
Sadly, the naming of cocktails has been,
by most accounts, a fanciful endeavor that
INGREDIENTS
2 oz. sweet vermouth
3⁄4 oz. London dry gin
1⁄4 oz. Fernet-Branca
1 orange peel
INSTRUCTIONS
Pour all ingredients into a
mixing glass filled with ice
and stir until on the verge of
freezing. Strain into a small
cordial or sake coupe. Garnish
with a raspberry in the spring
and summer, or a fig in the fall
and winter.

involved very little forethought or justification.
When I first heard the name of this cocktail,
I’ll admit to getting aroused on the name
alone. It ignites in me a yearning for the salacious tale behind its name. Three bartenders
caught doing an around-the-world on top of
the bar by the owner? A couple of patrons
caught standing in the bathroom? Are you
ready? Here it is: when Ada Coleman served
a patron one in the Savoy Hotel, he shouted
out “By jove! That is the real hanky-panky!”146
And so Ada named the cocktail the “HankyPanky.” (I swear that is the entire story.)
Terrible way to name the cocktail, but
that doesn’t mean your nights drinking it
should end as lackluster.

SUGGESTED VERMOUTHS

Atsby Armadillo Cake
Dolin Rouge
Ransom Sweet

NOTES ON CONSTRUCTION AND
DRINKING

This cocktail must be served very cold, and
must be drunk just as cold. Once it begins
to warm up, the overwhelming flavors of the
fernet begin to take over. I recommend mixing a batch up drinking out of a sake glass,
while keeping the remaining cocktail cold by
placing it into a carafe on ice.

VERMOUTH

SPRING
MANHATTAN
JOSH SONTAG, BRESLIN LOBBY BAR,
ACE HOTEL, NYC

INGREDIENTS
1 oz. Maker’s Mark bourbon

This drink has been one of the all-time

1 oz. Armadillo Cake

top-selling cocktails at the Breslin lobby bar

1 oz. Pimm’s
3 dashes peach bitters
1 peach slice

at the Ace Hotel in NYC. When Josh first created it he explained how skeptical he was that
it would work or that anyone would order it.
Two weeks later he called to tell me that peo-

INSTRUCTIONS

ple were ordering this drink three or four at a

Pour all ingredients into a
mixing glass and stir until cold.

permits for this sort of ordering without any

Strain into a rocks or coupe
glass, served up or over ice.
Garnish with a peach slice or

time. The lower proof and high flavor profile
excessive drinking.

orange peel.

VERMOUTH

WHITE
NEGRONI
The White Negroni is exactly what you think
INGREDIENTS
2 oz. dry vermouth

it is: a Negroni with all the red ingredients

1⁄2 oz. Greenhook
Ginsmiths Gin

dry vermouth instead of sweet and a gentian

1⁄2 oz. Suze bitters

swapping out the Suze for Salers or Lillet for

1 lemon peel

a slightly lighter drink.

swapped out for lighter-colored ones. It uses
liqueur instead of a bitter orange one. Try

INSTRUCTIONS
Pour all ingredients into a
mixing glass and stir until
they are very cold. Strain into
a rocks glass. Garnish with a
twist of lemon.
SUGGESTED VERMOUTHS

Atsby Amberthorn
Ransom Dry
Sutton Cellars Brown Label
Uncouth Apple Mint
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